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What I mean is that to have a PS2 game, first you need to have a modified game disc (which is

created by modifying a file, usually containing the original disc.mpg, and that modified disc.mpg can
be used to emulate the virtual memory cards), then you need a modified BIOS file (which is usually a

PKG from the emulator) in order to make the PS2 BIOS aware of the modified disc. PS2 virtual
memory cards need the modified BIOS file (which is provided by PCSX2 and by PS3 PCSX2 can be
modified (and is it necessary). The PS3 pcsx2 can handle 8 virtual memory cards at the same time

(in games like Melee 2 5 or 6) because of the PS2 BIOS compatibility issues. PS3 PCSX2 can handle 8
virtual memory cards at the same time (in games like Melee 2 5 or 6) because of the PS2 BIOS
compatibility issues. As I said, PCSX2 is not the simplest emulator out there, and that is not a

criticism of the developers. I consider it a sign of any developer that they take the time to improve
their product. PCSX2 is a joy to use, and some of the things that I mentioned in my introductory

paragraphs were caused by flaws in the Sony's PS2 BIOS (which is poorly written). The hardware on
the ps3 is a homebrew based cell processor called m3; instead of having a normal central processor

similar to a x86 system (which allows for games such as Counter-Strike to function without any
modifications), the ps3 has its own dedicated processor which renders pictures and so on. However,
this processor is used in much the same way as the x86 processor, and is capable of running a full

x86 environment. This means that games such as Devil May Cry and Resident Evil can be played on
the ps3's processor by just using a very simple modification to the ps3 pcsx2, and there is still plenty
of room for expansion once a hack has been developed. The advantage of this is that it is very stable
and doesn't require much resources; the only real downside is that it is very complex to develop on.

Since games using the m3 processor are very rare, no way has been found of adding expansion
chips which would allow for new games to be played. This is also why there are no homebrew games

for the ps3, unless they are new type games developed for the processor.
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- Copy the game save into the folder you created. If you don't know where to find it, then you need
to exit the emulator, open up a file explorer, and browse to the appropriate directory where your

savegames are located. Using this method doesn't lose the progress you made through emulation.
You can simply store the savegame on your USB drive, and when you boot your Playstation 2, it will
use the backup save instead. 1. There isn't a way to automatically backup savegames on boot like

there is for backups with other emulators. If you want to use this method in conjunction with
backups, you'll need to set up an autorun script on your USB drive, which you can find instructions

for http://www.emustard.com/ . 2. One important issue to note is that PCSX2 uses a 32 bit save
format, whereas the Playstation 2 uses a 8 bit save format. Thus, if you are trying to save two 8 bit

PlayStation 2 savegames to the same file, then it will not work. 3. If you're saving multiple
savegames from a single game, you will need to merge them into one single file. You can do this by
saving all your savegames to disk, and then running the ps2merger program on those.ps2 files that

are stored on your USB drive. This program will combine all the savegames into one file. Firstly,
create a directory in your emulator's retroarch/ folder called saves (create it if it doesn't exist yet). If

you use this directory, be sure to put saves in the saves folder - the other folders will not be used.
Next copy Mcd001.ps2 and Mcd002.ps2 from your original game into the saves directory. Make sure

the cores that emulate the PS2 and the PS3 are set to the same core type, such as PS2 or PS3.
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